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A wide range of complex systems can be modeled as networks with corresponding constraints
on the edges and nodes, which have been extensively studied in recent years. Nowadays, with the
progress of information technology, systems that contain the information collected from multiple
perspectives have been generated. The conventional models designed for single perspective networks
fail to depict the diverse topological properties of such systems, so multilayer network models aiming
at describing the structure of these networks emerge. As a major concern in network science,
decomposing the networks into communities, which usually refers to closely interconnected node
groups, extracts valuable information about the structure and interactions of the network. Unlike the
contention of dozens of models and methods in conventional single-layer networks, methods aiming at
discovering the communities in the multilayer networks are still limited. In order to help explore the
community structure in multilayer networks, we propose the multilayer edge mixture model, which
explores a relatively general form of a community structure evaluator from an edge combination
view. As an example, we demonstrate that the multilayer modularity and stochastic blockmodels
can be derived from the proposed model. We also explore the decomposition of community structure
evaluators with specific forms to the multilayer edge mixture model representation, which turns out
to reveal some new interpretation of the evaluators. The flexibility and performance on different
networks of the proposed model are illustrated with applications on a series of benchmark networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Networks have been widely used in characterizing com-
plex systems in various areas such as transportation net-
works, electrical networks, social networks, and biologi-
cal networks, etc. [17, 29, 43, 48]. Traditionally, a net-
work is represented as a graph where the nodes rep-
resent individuals of the network and the presence of
an edge between a pair of nodes indicates their con-
nection [6]. In a more complex scenario, a variety of
attributes of the edges are explored, which lead to di-
rected graphs [1, 29], weighted graphs [3, 31], signed
graphs [15, 49] and so on. Although these graphs have
successfully depicted a wide range of network systems,
they fail to comprehensively construe the network struc-
ture when the edges are distinguished into multiple types
or the network is temporal (i.e. the edges of the network
vary over time) [20, 39, 44, 47]. For instance, consider a
phone call temporal network where the calling links are
recorded for a series of time. This network consists of
multiple time slices of these calling states. Notice that
if there is an edge between two individuals in two suc-
cessive time slices, they may have a long phone call that
last through the two time points or they may have two
independent calls. To distinguish such circumstances,
the interdependency of the slices should be taken into
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account. In recent years, such networks with multiple
interdependent “layers” which are represented by differ-
ent graphs that describe the network from different per-
spectives (also called “relations”, “edge colors”, “node
colors” in related works) have sprung rapidly especially
in transportation, gene and on-line networks [8, 26, 44],
from which we always obtain more detailed and exhaus-
tive understanding of the system. Other terminologies
in this literature such as “multigraph”, “multiplex net-
work”, “multirelational network”, “multislice network”,
“multilevel network”, “network of network” and “tem-
poral network” always refer to a similar network struc-
ture [22]. In this work we will refer to such network as a
multilayer network to avoid confusion.

During the process of exploring the multilayer net-
works, different network representations have been ex-
plored, see Ref. [22] for a detailed discussion. The
adopted model in this paper is the one considered by
Mucha et al. [28], as illustrated in FIG. 1. This model
assumes that the layers share the same node set and are
linked by the couplings between the node in one layer
and its copies in other layers, through which the interde-
pendency of the layers are reflected. Recall the example
of phone call network. The network then can be rep-
resented as a multilayer network, where individuals are
represented as the nodes and phone calls are represented
as the edges. Each time slice corresponds to a layer,
where couplings between them indicate the continuity of
the call. Note that here the couplings appear in pairs,
corresponding to the two individuals having a long call.
In this way, a wide range of complex systems can be
finely depicted without loss of information about their
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interactions.

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

FIG. 1: The multilayer network model considered in
this paper. All the layers share the same node set and

are represented by a simple graph. The layers are
coupled by the “couplings” between one node and its
copy in other layers, plotted as the dotted lines. It is

also assumed that there is no edges connecting different
global nodes in different layers.

A major interest of network study is focused on the
community structure (or assortative mixing, mesoscopic
structure in the literature [20, 30]) which is believed to re-
veal a coarse-grained structure of the network. A commu-
nity usually refers to a group of nodes that are compactly
connected with each other and sparsely connected with
the nodes outside the group, albeit there is actually no
universal definition of a “community”, since the concept
of a community is application-dependent [16]. There-
fore, based on different assumption on the features of the
communities, many objective functions have been devel-
oped to qualify the detected community structure: edge
beweenness [33], edge clustering coefficient [36], modu-
larity [32], spin model [37], role model [38], infomation-
theoretic methods [40, 41], etc. See Ref. [16] for a review.
Most existing community detection methods choose a
specific quality function and optimize it. The partition
with the largest functional value is recognized as the op-
timal community assignment.

Due to the complexity of the multilayer network struc-
ture, there is relatively a lack of approaches suitable for
community detection in multilayer networks compared
with the single-layer case. So far as we are concerned, ex-
isting evaluations for community structure in multilayer
networks include modularity [28], stochastic blockmod-
els (SBMs) [35, 46], information-theoretic method [12]
and other methods which are not focused in this paper
[4, 7, 13, 24]. By comparing the difference of the Lapla-
cian operator with the steady state of the dynamic, the
multilayer modularity describes the stability of a par-
tition [28]. The SBMs adopt a probabilistic perspec-

tive on the community structure, by introducing a spe-
cific probability distribution to the edges between com-
munities and making inferences given the observed net-
work adjacency as evidence [35]. Unlike the previous
two types of methods, the information-theoretic method
used in the multilayer community detection optimizes a
multilayer map equation that evaluates the description
length of a random walk process on the network, based
on the assumption that reasonable community structure
will greatly compress the information needed to represent
a flow on the network [12]. A more detailed review on
these approaches is given later in section II.

In order to help researchers better exploit the mul-
tilayer community structure, in this paper, inspired by
the rewarding scheme proposed by Reichardt and Born-
holdt [37], we propose a multilayer edge mixture model
(MEMM) based on a linear combination of the edge con-
tributions, which explores a relatively general form of the
community structure descriptor from an edge-mixture
view. The proposed MEMM is positioned as a hyper
model that provides a new interpretation of a variety of
existing multilayer community structure evaluators and
paves the way for the derivation of new quality functions.
In particular, a specific quality function for community
structure in multilayer networks can be represented as
a mixture of eight types of edges using MEMM, which
reveals the preference of such evaluators. We can also
utilize MEMM to develop new quality functions that re-
flect the preference of the definition of a “community” in
a real-world application by choosing appropriate values
for the hyper parameters. As an example, we demon-
strate the derivation of modularity and SBM in the mul-
tilayer case from MEMM and decompose evaluators with
specific forms to the MEMM representation. We point
out that the multilayer information-theoretical method
(Infomap) has not been derived from MEMM since it
takes an entirely different understanding of the commu-
nity structure, albeit we will give a brief review about it
in section II to appreciate its contribution to the com-
munity detection problem in multilayer networks.

The rest of this paper will be arranged as follows. We
briefly review the related work in the literature in section
II. We will introduce the multilayer edge mixing model
in section III. The experimental results are reported in
section IV. We conclude this paper in section V.

II. BACKGROUND

Currently, the major efforts made to the multilayer
community detection consist of modularity-based meth-
ods [5, 28], stochastic blockmodels (SBMs) [35] and
information-theoretic methods [12]. Although not the
focus of this paper, other methods also provide consid-
erable solutions to the problem, for example the edge
centrality, clustering coefficient and methods based on
dynamic processes [4, 7, 13, 24].

Modularity is a widely adopted evaluation for commu-
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nity structure in single-layer networks [9, 29, 32, 33]. The
original definition of modularity is the edge difference
between current network and a null model, which is a
rewired network whose edges are uniformly redistributed
while maintaining the degree distribution. Modularity
reflects the cohesion of nodes within a community, so
by optimizing global modularity value one can unfold
communities with dense intra-community edges [32]. Re-
cently, Mucha et al. extended the single-layer modularity
to the multilayer case by utilizing Laplacian dynamics
defined on a multilayer network, which measures the sta-
bility of a community by comparing the current one with
the static distribution, which is proved to have the same
form with the null model [23, 28].

In the literature, a stochastic blockmodel (SBM) usu-
ally refers to the model that describes the link structure
between node groups of the network [19, 21]. SBMs re-
gard the community as a group of nodes with similar
linking probability. By modeling the probability of hav-
ing edges between groups, providing the graph adjacency
as evidence, we are able to obtain the community assign-
ment [21] and infer the missing edges [18]. So far the
SBMs in multilayer networks adopt the idea of “inde-
pendent layers” to represent the multilayer networks, i.e.
ignoring the couplings between layers [2, 35]. One either
aggregates (or “collapse” in the related work) the layers
to generate a single-layer network, or trains the block-
model in each layer before inferring the global community
structure [2, 34, 35, 42, 45]. The multilayer SBMs pro-
vide a promising probabilistic approach to solve commu-
nity detection, with flexible choices of probability distri-
bution of generating edges dealing with various network
structures.

Information-theoretic methods take another perspec-
tive of the issue of community structure. Such models as-
sume that by utilizing the community structure, one can
compress the information needed to describe the whole
network [40, 41]. This process can be modeled as the sig-
nal reconstruction problem with the limited signal chan-
nel capacity [40] or the coding length minimization prob-
lem to represent an infinite random walk dynamic [41].
The former problem is tackled by comparing the mutual
information of the original and reconstructed structures
of the network, while the latter one minimizes the map
equation (the essence is Shannon entropy) to reduce the
average description length. Based on the work of Ros-
vall et al. [41], De Domenico et al. proposed a multilayer
information-theoretic method called informap using the
multilayer map equation [12]. By taking advantage of a
two-level code scheme, map equation is represented as a
sum of Shannon entropy of looking up the reference code
books of each community. Unlike SBMs and modular-
ity, informap is based on a “flow” defined in the network,
from which we can extract the frequency of looking up the
code books. The adjacency merely contributes to con-
structing the transition probability matrix. To be more
specific, informap is a function of the reference probabil-
ity (i.e. qιx and pi∈ι in Ref. [12]), which is the sum of

transition probabilities (i.e. pαβij ). The transition proba-
bility is a function of the adjacency, finally. So this work
is much different from the discussed models in this paper.

In a nutshell, despite of the hot research interests,
methods for community detection in multilayer networks
are still limited due to the complicated network frame.
To help construct evaluations for multilayer community
structure, in this work, we propose a multilayer edge
mixture model (MEMM) to explore a relatively general
form of the quality function for the multilayer commu-
nity structure from an edge mixture view and this will
also be useful for related work on the subject.

III. THE MULTILAYER EDGE MIXTURE
MODEL

In Ref. [37], Reichardt and Bornholdt proposed a re-
warding scheme of edges to describe a general qual-
ity function for community structure in single-layer net-
works: (i) rewarding existing edges within a community,
(ii) penalizing non-existing edges within a community,
(iii) penalizing existing edges between two communities
and (iv) rewarding non-existing edges between two com-
munities. The general quality function they considered
takes the form as follows:

H(g) = −
∑
i 6=j

aij Aijδ(gi, gj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal existing edges

+
∑
i 6=j

bij (1−Aij)δ(gi, gj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal non-existing edges

+
∑
i 6=j

cij Aij
[
1− δ(gi, gj)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
External existing edges

−
∑
i 6=j

dij (1−Aij)
[
1− δ(gi, gj)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
External non-existing edges

,

(1)

where Aij is the edge strength of nodes i and j, gi in-
dicates the label of the community that node i belongs
to, and {a, b, c, d} is the set of free hyper parameters.
The delta function δ is the Kronecker delta. A lower
H(g) value indicates a better partition. Despite great
success, such rewarding scheme is improper for some net-
works, e.g. bipartite networks, where edges are expected
to distribute between the communities rather than within
them. Actually, in such networks the absent edges should
be encouraged instead. This implies that using the signs
to assert the contribution type is too rigid to extend to
other network types. Eq. (1) is similar to the eval-
uation of the “role model” proposed by Reichardt and
White [38], which assumes that edges are only allowed
between some pairs of communities, recognized as “inti-
mate communities”, and are banned between other com-
munity pairs. This evaluator encourages two kinds of
edges — existing edges between intimate communities
and non-existing edges between non-intimate communi-
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ties:

QB({σ}) =
1

M

(∑
i 6=j

aijAijBσiσj
+bij(1−Aij)(1−Bσiσj

)

)
,

(2)
where M is the total edge weight and matrix B records
whether the communities are intimate. If matrix B takes
a diagonal form, then Eq. (2) is equivalent to Eq. (1)
without considering the punishment terms (the two types
of edges with positive contribution).

Rather than directly finding the community assign-
ment for each node, the above two models first introduce
“hyper parameters” and determine their value according
to the definition of the “community”, to obtain an eval-
uator of the community structure. Then the evaluator
describes the quality of the detected community struc-
ture and guides us to the optimal community assignment.
We call a model taking such a two-phase approach to
determine the community assignment a hyper model to
distinguish them from conventional models in the litera-
ture, which usually refers to a specific evaluator. Due to
the flexibility of the selection of hyper parameters, hyper
models are able to adapt to different circumstances. As
an example, Reichardt et al. derived the Hamiltonian of
a spin glass and its equivalence with modularity [37].

Inspired by the previous work, in multilayer networks,
we propose the multilayer edge mixture model (MEMM),
which is a multilayer hyper model that enables couplings
connecting pairs of layers and introduces the probabilities
on the links:

M(υ) =
∑
i 6=j,s

λ({a})aijsAijsP (υis, υjs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal existing edges

+
∑
i 6=j,s

λ({b})bijs(1−Aijs)P (υis, υjs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal non-existing edges

+
∑
i 6=j,s

λ({c})cijsAijs[1− P (υis, υjs)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
External existing edges

+
∑
i 6=j,s

λ({d})dijs(1−Aijs)[1− P (υis, υjs)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
External non-existing edges

+
∑
s 6=r,i

λ({e})eisrCisrP (υis, υir)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal existing couplings

+
∑
s 6=r,i

λ({f})fisr(1− Cisr)P (υis, υir)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal non-existing couplings

+
∑
s 6=r,i

λ({g})gisrCisr[1− P (υis, υir)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
External existing couplings

+
∑
s 6=r,i

λ({h})hisr(1− Cisr)[1− P (υis, υir)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
External non-existing couplings

,

(3)

where s and r denote layers, node is means node i in
layer s, and matrix A, C and υ denote the within-
layer adjacency, between-layer adjacency and the com-
munity label matrix, respectively. The hyper parame-
ter set {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h} is the mixture coefficients that

control the contribution of the corresponding edge type.
The P (υis, υjr) can be interpreted as the indicator of how
evident node is and node jr belong to the same com-
munity or the probability of having edges between the
communities to which node is and jr belong. By using a
probability representation rather than the δ function like
Eq. (1), MEMM enables a “fuzzy” partition of the net-
work in some cases, as we do not assert that two nodes
belong to either the same or different communities. We
can easily revert to a “hard” division by taking the prob-
ability matrix P as diagonal and rounding the entries to
binary values. The λ({ω}) function is an indicator of
whether a larger or smaller value of ω leads to a greater
contribution:

λ({ω}) =


+1 if a larger value of ω leads

to a greater contribution,

−1 otherwise.

(4)

Unlike the treatment in Eq. (1), the sign of each term
does not indicate the encouragement (or punishment) in
MEMM. Instead, we introduce the λ function so that the
hyper parameters can take values with arbitrary signs.
Meanwhile, using λ function rather than the signs of the
terms makes MEMM more flexible to deal with different
network structure (e.g. the bipartite network problem
mentioned above is now well addressed, as will be con-
firmed in experiments.).

Note that MEMM is not based on the exact definition
of the community or the probability distribution. It just
encourages the presence (or absence) of the existing (or
non-existing) of the edges (or couplings) within (or be-
tween) communities, weighted by the hyper parameters
{a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h} and the corresponding linking proba-
bilities. Moreover, MEMM formally describes the qual-
ity of community structure as a mixture of eight types
of edges. By representing a quality function in this way,
the preferences of this quality function can be reflected
by the contribution weights, e.g. whether the cohesion or
adhesion of the community structure is more concerned.
In fact, the edge betweenness [33] and edge clustering co-
efficient [36] are just doing the same job — finding the
contribution of different edges. The difference is, after
deciding the contribution of each edge, they utilize the
edge betweenness value or edge clustering coefficient of
each edge separately, to distinguish the edges between
communities and within communities. The edges are not
distinguished until their contributions are calculated. In
MEMM, the edges are distinguished in advance so that
we can determine their contributions appropriately to
flexibly construct a desired evaluator. We also point out
that, since the proposed objective function is a linear
combination, the decomposition of a specific function is
not unique, which enables it to adapt to different scenar-
ios, as will be discussed in section III C.

Before studying the community assignments, we have
eight free hyper parameter sets {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h} to de-
termine, which control the contribution of eight types of
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edges (couplings). Two strategies can be used to choose
the parameters, i.e. to take them as fixed values or spe-
cific functions of the network structure. We may assign
fixed values to the hyper parameters once we have de-
termined the contribution proportion of the edges (cou-
plings) in the network. Nevertheless, if the observed net-
work changes, we have to reassign the parameters. In
order to enable the automatic adjustment according to
the network structure, the hyper parameters are assigned
with values dependent on the linking adjacency. Later in
this section we will demonstrate the derivation of modu-
larity and SBM as an example.

It is worth noticing that if the hyper parameters have
different domains (for example, {a} can take a sufficiently
larger magnitude than other parameters), the model may
degenerate into a simpler one. This degenerated model
just consists of the preferred terms, since even the largest
values other parameters can take will be overpowered by
the terms with weights {a}. As a result, we should choose
the hyper parameters for MEMM in a manner that guar-
antees distinguishing the contribution of different edges
and couplings while avoiding being dominated by spe-
cific terms. This requires the choice of the parameters
to be discriminative: i) if we choose two parameters to
take the largest value they can take, equal attention is
paid to both terms; ii) if we need to emphasize a specific
edge type from the others, we just make that term take
a relatively large value in its domain and others take a
relatively small value in their own codomains. Note that
the terms with smaller weights still have the “potential”
to take effect. Accordingly, we have the definition on
discriminative as follows.

Definition 1. A hyper parameter set {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}
of MEMM is discriminative if

maxx1 λ({ω1})ω1(x1)

maxx2 λ({ω2})ω2(x2)
→ 1,

∀ω1, ω2 ∈ {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}.

Definition 1 states that the hyper parameters should
have the same contribution when they reach the respec-
tive maxima (with λ). This means by selecting a dis-
criminative hyper parameter set, the terms of MEMM
has equal potential to affect the global functional value.
As a basis of the derivations later in this paper, we claim
a possible discriminative choice of the parameters.

Theorem 1. Suppose F1 and F2 are continuous mono-
tonically increasing functions and satisfy F1(U) = F2(L).
Then the hyper parameter set is discriminative if

∀xi ∈ [L,U ],

∀ωi ∈ {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h},

ωi =

{
F1(xi), if λ(ωi) > 0,

F2(xi), otherwise.

Proof. Since the functions F1, F2 are continuous and
monotonically increasing, the maxima of λ({ωi}) is
reached at F1(U) if λ({ωi}) > 0 or F2(L) otherwise.
According to the assumption that F1(U) = F2(L), the
maxima of the two hyper parameters are equal. We can
verify that for all ωi ∈ {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}, Definition 1
holds.

With Theorem 1, we are able to adjust MEMM by
introducing desired functions to the hyper parameters.
Here we let the encouraged (punished) edges share the
same weight function to reduce the independent terms
and obtain a simpler representation.

A. Deriving Modularity from MEMM

Mucha et al. proposed the multilayer modularity based
on a Laplacian dynamic defined on the multilayer net-
works [28]. They assume that a random walker tends
to stay in the same community after repeated random
jumping. With Theorem 1, we demonstrate that MEMM
provides another interpretation of multilayer modularity.

Here we take λ({ω}) = +1 for ω ∈ {a, d, e, h},
λ({ω}) = −1 for other hyper parameters and

aijs = cijs = 1− γspijs
bijs = dijs = γspijs
eisr = gisr = ς

fisr = hisr = 0,

(5)

where pijs is the null model in layer s, γs is the corre-
sponding resolution parameter and ς controls the cou-
pling strength between the layers. Temporarily, by ig-
noring the contribution of non-existing couplings here,
we obtain

M(υ) =
∑
i 6=j,s

(Aijs − γspijs)[2P (υis, υjs)− 1]

+
∑
s6=r,i

ςCisr[2P (υis, υir)− 1]

= 2
∑
ijsr

[
(Aijs − γspijs)P (υis, υjs) + C̃isrP (υis, υir)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fuzzy multilayer modularity

−
∑
s

(1− γs)ms −
∑
i

m′i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Constant

,

(6)
where we utilize the fact that

∑
ij Aijs =

∑
ij pijs and

define C̃isr = ςCisr, ms =
∑
ij Aijs and m′i =

∑
sr C̃isr

to keep the notations uncluttered.
Although beyond the scope of this paper, a “fuzzy”

modularity representation can be obtained from MEMM
as a by-product, where the nodes are considered to be
in the same community with a probability. This reflects
how reliable the current assignment is. In this way, the
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summation of effective edges now runs throughout the
network rather than merely within the communities. If
the probability matrix P is diagonal and the entries take
only binary values, maximizing M(υ) is equivalent to
the optimization of the multilayer modularity proposed
by Mucha et al.

M(υ) = 2
∑
ijsr

[
(Aijs − γspijs)δsr + C̃isrδij)

]
δ(υis, υjr)

−
∑
s

(1− γs)ms −
∑
i

m′i,

(7)
where the δ function is the Kronecker delta.

Now let’s take a closer look at the derivation.
The hyper parameter set is discriminative since both
F1(−pijs) = 1−γspijs and F2(pijs) = γspijs are continu-
ous monotonically increasing functions. The maxima of
the functions are both equal to one by taking −pijs = 0
in F1(−pijs) and pijs = 1 in F2(pijs), where we assume
the resolution parameter γs takes 1, as in most cases.
Therefore, such choice satisfies Theorem 1, and the value
of pijs balances the contribution of the edges. Recall that
the probability of linking in the null model of each layer
is represented as γspijs. This can be interpreted as the
expected edge strength between node is and js in a ran-
domly rewired network (in unweighted networks). There-
fore, the effective edge strength of the observed network
is Aijs − γspijs ∈ {−γspijs, 1 − γspijs}. We find that
the effective edge strength matches the value of the pa-
rameters (with λ({ω})) we pick to derive the modularity.
This suggests that the parameters here act as the intro-
duction of the null model. Based on the specific choice of
the null model here, it is equivalent to a reconstruction
of the network adjacency. For example, if we choose the

Newman-Girvan null model
kiskjs
2ms

[32] , where kis denotes

the degree of node is within the layer and 2ms =
∑
i kis,

such choice of the hyper parameters is equivalent to con-
verting the adjacency matrix A to the modularity matrix
B. It is worth noticing that the choice of the hyper pa-
rameters is not unique. Indeed, we can make {a, b} or
{c, d} to be zero and obtain the same representation as
Eq. (7) (the scalar 2 is absorbed into ς for couplings)
disregarding the constant terms. This indicates that the
modularity can be represented subject to either the in-
ternal or external edges within the layers, as explored in
the literature [32] [14]. But in either way, the modular-
ity favors communities with densely distributed efficient
edges. We can reverse the preference of modularity by
changing the signs of the λ function for desired terms.

We can also take non-existing couplings into account
by setting fisr = hisr = ς. This will lead to a different
coupling contribution, where C̃isr = ς(2Cisr − 1). Then

C̃isr can take negative values, which decreases the global
modularity value. We will examine the difference of these
two weighting schemes for the couplings in experiments.
Rather than utilizing a dynamic process, we naturally
obtain the multilayer modularity based on MEMM by

comparing the edge distribution of the observed network
with the null model, which returns to the original defi-
nition of modularity [32]. Similar tricks are possible to
introduce a null model of the couplings by taking into
account the efficient strength of the couplings.

B. Deriving SBMs from MEMM

Stochastic blockmodels (SBMs) are generative models
that make inferences on the linking probability between
communities P (υis, υjr) given the network structure as
evidence [19, 21, 35]. Existing treatments for multilayer
networks using SBMs can be divided into two cases: ag-
gregate the layers to produce a single-layer network be-
fore learning a SBM, or assume a SBM in each layer and
then make decision based on the results of each layer.
However, the layers are treated independently or as com-
ponents of a linear combination in this way, which ignores
the peculiarity and interdependency of the layers. What
is more, in such treatments, the community assignment of
nodes are assumed identical in every layers. But the fact
is that, the roles of node in different layers do not have
to be (in most cases are totally not) the same. For ex-
ample, a college student may be recognized as a student
in Facebook, while acting as a businessman in WeChat,
in a two-layer online social network.

Although in some specific cases, it may be reasonable
to use a “collapsed” network or model the layers indepen-
dently [35], it is highly recommended to adopt a modeling
based on the multilayer network structure. This leads to
maximizing the likelihood function

L(A,C|P) =
∏
i 6=j,s

P (υis, υjs)
Aijs [1− P (υis, υjs)]

1−Aijs

∏
s6=r,i

P (υis, υir)
Cisr [1− P (υis, υir)]

1−Cisr .

(8)
In practice, we always deal with the logarithm of the
likelihood function, which has the form as follows:

logL(A,C|P) =
∑
i 6=j,s

Aijs logP (υis, υjs)

+
∑
i6=j,s

(1−Aijs) log[1− P (υis, υjs)]

+
∑
s6=r,i

Cisr logP (υis, υir)

+
∑
s6=r,i

(1− Cisr) log[1− P (υis, υir)].

(9)

From Eq. (9), we notice that the couplings are naturally
introduced to the model, which extends the idea of inde-
pendent or collapsed layer that has been widely adopted
so far. By erasing or inserting the couplings between dif-
ferent layers, we are able to control the interdependency
of the layers so as to approximate the idea of independent
or collapsed layer. Nevertheless, Eq. (9) distinguishes the
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node is with its copies ir in other layers by introducing
P (υis, υir), which means they can be assigned to differ-
ent communities. In this way, the peculiarity of layers are
conserved and more knowledge about the roles of nodes
in different layers is available.

The log-likelihood function of SBMs has a similar form
with MEMM since it can be interpreted as a mixture of
four types of edges. More specifically, by ignoring the
terms with weight ω ∈ {b, c, f, g}, letting λ({ω}) = +1

for the remaining terms and choosing F1(x) as logP
P for

the corresponding linking probabilities, we have
aijs = logP (υis, υjs)/P (υis, υjs)

dijs = log [1− P (υis, υjs)]/[1− P (υis, υjs)]

eisr = logP (υis, υir)/P (υis, υir)

hisr = log [1− P (υis, υir)]/[1− P (υis, υir)]

It is clear that Eq. (9) is equivalent to MEMM. This
choice of hyper parameters satisfies Theorem 1 because
the probabilities lie in [0, 1] and function log x

x is contin-
uous monotonically increasing in (0, 1], and the maxima
of these terms equals 0 when the probability equal 1.

Notice that any choice of F1[ω(P )] as f(P )
P is able to

change the form of P , once the function satisfies Theo-
rem 1. It implies that to some extent, we can flexibly
adjust the form of P to endow various meaning to it.
In Eq. (9) we take F1[ω(P )] = logP

P to encourage the
edges appear in accordance with the linking probabilities.
Other forms may also bring considerable significance to
the model. For instance, if we take logP as the weight
for the edges and couplings, we find an interesting rep-
resentation based on the negative entropy of the linking
probabilities:

M(υ) =
∑
i 6=j,s

AijsP (υis, υjs) logP (υis, υjs)

+
∑
i 6=j,s

(1−Aijs)[1− P (υis, υjs)] log[1− P (υis, υjs)]

+
∑
s 6=r,i

CisrP (υis, υir) logP (υis, υir)

+
∑
s 6=r,i

(1− Cisr)[1− P (υis, υir)] log[1− P (υis, υir)].

(10)
This evaluator also encourages the edges to satisfy
the linking probabilities. But it promisingly gives an
information-theoretic interpretation, based on the spe-
cific distribution P takes. Since there is no constraint
on the selection of probability distribution of P (υis, υjr),
we can choose any appropriate distribution. Once the
probability distribution is determined, one can further
simplify the quality functions and make inferences of the
community assignments.

In this section we have discussed the original form of
SBM. To obtain the community assignment using such
SBM, we need to make assumptions on the number of
communities and the probability distribution P that gen-

erates the links. A common choice of P is binomial dis-
tributions — edges are generated with fixed probabilities
between two nodes in two different communities. Then
we can substitute P with the expectation of the bino-
mial distributions, which is the fraction of the observed
edges (couplings) and all possible edges (couplings). The
remaining problem is just counting the edges and the
couplings, and find an assignment that maximizes the
fraction. Notice that such SBM ignores the degree dis-
tribution in real-world networks and needs degree cor-
rection to address this problem [21]. However, in this
paper we just discuss the most simple case to expound
the interpretation of SBM based on MEMM.

C. Decomposing an Evaluator to the MEMM Form

We have demonstrated the derivation of modularity
and SBM using MEMM with different selection of the
hyper parameters. Particularly, we notice that there are
more than one choice of the hyper parameters to obtain a
similar representation of modularity. This indicates that
the decomposition of an evaluator to the MEMM form
is not unique. However, such decomposition still reveals
the preference of the evaluator.

Here, we will concentrate on a specific kind of eval-
uators, the value of which is represented as the sum of
a linear combination of within-layer and between-layer
adjacency within every communities, which qualifies the
detected communities based on the linking structures
within them:

E =
∑
ijsr

{[
k1(x1)Aijs + k2(x2)

]
δ(υis, υjr)

+
[
k3(x3)Cijr + k4(x4)

]
δ(υis, υjr)

}
,

(11)

where kx is an arbitrary function except for those taking
the adjacency A and C directly as inputs. Here we con-
sider a hard partition of the community assignment as is
widely adopted in the literature.

By rearranging MEMM in terms of A and C, we obtain

M(υ) =
∑
ijs

[
(aijs − bijs − cijs + dijs)Aijsδ(υis, υjs)

+ (bijs − dijs)δ(υis, υjs)
]

+
∑
isr

[
(eisr − fisr − gisr + hisr)Cisrδ(υis, υir)

+ (fisr − hisr)δ(υis, υir)
]

+ constant,
(12)

where constant refers to the terms that are independent
of the community assignment. Here we omit the λ func-
tion to keep the notations uncluttered, so from here to
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the end of this section, the hyper parameters also con-
tain the information of contribution type. Notice that
we constrain MEMM to take a hard partition by taking
P as diagonal matrix and rounding the entries to binary
values.

Comparing the corresponding coefficients in Eq. (11)
and Eq. (12), we obtain

aijs − cijs = k1 + k2

bijs − dijs = k2

eisr − gisr = k3 + k4

fisr − hisr = k4.

(13)

Since there are eight free hyper parameters while we just
have four equations, as listed in Eq. (13), the decompo-
sition is not unique. Nonetheless, Eq. (13) points out
that the contribution difference of the internal and ex-
ternal edges (couplings) should coincide with the coeffi-
cients. This in turn conveys the preference of the evalu-
ator: what kind of edges (couplings) is encouraged?

Recall the multilayer modularity function given by Eq.
(7), according to Eq. (13), we have

aijs − cijs = 2(1− γspijs) > 0

bijs − dijs = −2γspijs < 0

eisr − gisr = 2ς > 0

fisr − hisr = 0,

(14)

which can be verified by substituting the values we dis-
cussed in section III A. From Eq. (14) we know that
modularity favors the edges and couplings present in the
communities than between them. It also prefers the ab-
sent edges to be distributed between the communities
but do not care the absent couplings. In this way, we
succeed to obtain the same conclusion on the preference
of modularity as in section III A.

We highlight that the decomposition of such evalua-
tors is able to deepen our understanding of them from
an edge mixture view, so that further modifications and
improvements about these evaluators will become more
targeted.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

The proposed MEMM has a high flexibility due to the
free specification on the hyper parameters before making
community assignments. In this section, we first ver-
ify that MEMM can correctly reflect our preference of
the within-layer edges by studying the performance of
modularity and its modified form. Then we discuss the
coupling contribution in MEMM based on two rewarding
schemes for the couplings. Finally the impact of the cou-
pling strength ς and resolution parameter γs is analyzed
on different network settings to show that a better choice
in practice is the one that obeys Definition 1. For exper-
imental purpose, we will take modularity as the quality

function and utilize a Louvain-like heuristic [28] for op-
timization, but other evaluators derived from MEMM
should have similar performance, and hence the discus-
sion about other evaluators is omitted here.

A. Rewarding Schemes

We begin by analyzing the influence of the rewarding
scheme on the evaluator. The proposed MEMM utilizes
λ function to distinguish the contribution type of the
edges. Edges or couplings ω with λ({ω}) = +1 means
such edges (couplings) are encouraged, i.e. a larger value
of the corresponding hyper parameter indicates a greater
contribution. As discussed in section III A, modularity
encourages the edges to appear within communities and
punishes those between the communities. Therefore, the
communities detected will have a high density of internal
edges, which will lead to poor performance on bipartite
(or N-partite) networks. In fact, it has been claimed
in the single-layer case that, minimizing modularity is
equivalent to identifying communities in bipartite net-
works [32]. From an edge mixture view, we can exactly
interpret this as reversing the contribution type of the
edges. In multilayer networks, if we reverse the contri-
bution type of the within-layer edges (keeping that un-
changed for the couplings), i.e. taking{

λ({a, d, f, g}) = −1

λ({b, c, e, h}) = +1

in MEMM, we obtain a modularity-like evaluator with
a similar form as Eq. (7), except the signs of Aijs
and γspijs are flipped. This modified modularity should
prefer the efficient edges between the communities than
those within them since it has opposite preference of
modularity within the layers.

To test the performance of the modularity and its
modified form, we then generate two kinds of multilayer
benchmark networks — a “bipartite” multilayer network
whose layers are all bipartite networks and a “normal”
multilayer network whose layers are normal networks (the
communities have dense internal edges).

For a bipartite network, we adopt the planted partition
model [10], which is a generative model that constructs a
network whose communities are random graphs, to gen-
erate the layers before the couplings are inserted. We
divide 128 nodes into two communities with equal size,
and the edges between the nodes are sampled according
to the corresponding linking probability, to generate a
single layer. Here we assume the edges appear between
the communities with probability pout = 0.3 while that
probability of the internal edges is pin = 0.005. In this
way, 4 layers are produced and the couplings are inserted
between adjacent layers with probability P = 1.

For a normal network, we adopt the Lancichinetti-
Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) benchmark networks [25],
which extends the idea of the planted partition model
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(a) Modularity on normal multilayer network
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(b) Modified modularity on normal multilayer network
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(c) Modified modularity on bipartite multilayer network.
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(d) Modularity on bipartite network

FIG. 2: The community detection result of the first layers of multilayer bipartite benchmark network and normal
network, respectively. The nodes are spatially partitioned into groups according to their standard community label.

The obtained community assignment is depicted with different colors.

and introduces power law distribution to the degree of
nodes and the edges between the communities. We gen-
erate 4 LFR benchmark networks as 4 layers, each of
which consists of 128 nodes. These nodes have an average
within-layer degree 16 and are assigned to 4 communities
with equal size. Couplings are inserted exactly the same
way as in the bipartite network.

The detection results of the first layers with different
rewarding schemes on these two networks are visualized
in FIG. 2. Similar results and analysis can be obtained
for other layers. As expected, modularity and the mod-
ified modularity (i.e. with reversing edge contribution
type) have respective advantages on the corresponding
network types. The original modularity performs well on
the networks where the community members are densely
connected, as shown in FIG. 2a, while the modified ver-

sion provides a poor assignment, as shown in FIG. 2b.
The rewarding scheme adopted by the original modu-
larity encourages the efficient internal edges, which lead
to communities with high cohesion. In contrast, the
modified modularity adapts to the networks where com-
munity members are sparsely connected, which allows
it to uncover communities with high adhesion, as illus-
trated in FIG. 2c. On the other hand, the original mod-
ularity shows unsatisfactory performance, as illustrated
in FIG. 2d. Such distinguished preference reflected in
MEMM is the two strategies of encouraging (punishing)
the edges within the layers. For real-world networks,
which usually takes an intermediate structure between
the two networks considered here, we can then adopt an
appropriate rewarding scheme and weighting the edges
and couplings to meet the need.
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B. Coupling Contribution

In the multilayer network model, the couplings com-
bine the layers to form a complex network structure.
Thus the contribution of the couplings plays a crucial
role in the correlation of the assignments of different lay-
ers. According to Eq. (5), the coupling strength adopted
by the multilayer modularity is equivalent to consider-
ing an equal contribution of the existing couplings while
omitting the non-existing couplings. In this way, the
contribution of the couplings takes {0, ς}. If we fur-
ther take the non-existing couplings into account, i.e.
eisr = fisr = gisr = hisr = ς and λ({e}) = λ({h}) =
−λ({f}) = λ({g}) = +1, the contribution of the cou-
plings now takes {−ς, ς}. We then apply these two strate-
gies on benchmark networks to see the performance of
them when the coupling structure varies.

To study the contribution of couplings to MEMM more
comprehensively, we construct benchmark networks with
different heterogeneity of layers and different coupling
densities. More specifically, we construct 4 multilayer
networks with 0, 2, 3, 4 identical layers in them, respec-
tively. We first generate 4 LFR benchmark networks with
128 nodes, 4 communities and an average within-layer
degree 16, and then duplicate one benchmark network
to obtain several copies. The duplicates are chosen as
the identical layers and the rest of the layers are chosen
from the other three networks. We then insert couplings
into these 4 networks according to probability ρ, which
controls the density of the couplings. In particular, if we
obey Definition 1 to take ς = 1, the two strategies of cou-
pling will differ only when the coupling density ρ = 1. To
amplify the difference, we choose ς = 6 in this experiment
so that the contribution of couplings gets highlighted. We
will discuss about the influence of the coupling strength
ς and the resolution parameter γs in detail later in this
section. As an indicator of the detection quality, the
normalized mutual information (NMI) [11, 27] is calcu-
lated between the ground-truth labels and the obtained
community assignments. NMI measures the similarity
between two given vectors and is widely adopted to eval-
uate the accuracy of a partition, where a higher value
indicates a better partition.

We apply the two strategies of coupling contribution
to these networks, and report the corresponding NMI
for each layer, as demonstrated in FIG. 3. The detec-
tion results of modularity ignoring and considering the
non-existing couplings are shown in the two rows, re-
spectively, and the columns are networks with different
heterogeneity of layers. When the layers are all the same,
the two strategies both lead to a good assignment. As the
heterogeneity increases (the number of identical networks
decreases), the evaluators show poor results on networks
with high coupling density. This suggests that the cou-
plings will force the layers to make a similar community
assignment to the nodes, which result in losing the het-
erogeneity of layers. The similar layers will greatly influ-
ence the assignments of the other layers. Moreover, by

comparing the NMI of the two strategies, we find that
considering the non-existing couplings performs better
as the coupling density ρ and the heterogeneity of layers
increase, except when the coupling density ρ is around
0.5. This confirms that considering the non-existing cou-
plings in MEMM will be more likely to make a balanced
assignment when the layers show great heterogeneity and
the couplings are dense. The decline of performance at
ρ = 0.5 when considering the non-existing couplings in
modularity actually arises due to our choice of hyper pa-
rameters for the couplings. We will discuss this gap later
in this section.

C. Parameter Analysis

The two parameters γs and ς of multilayer modular-
ity control the behavior of the evaluator. The resolu-
tion limit parameter γs controls the size of the detected
communities, and the coupling strength ς determines the
contribution of couplings [28]. Nevertheless, if we in-
terpret the parameters of modularity from the perspec-
tive of MEMM, varying these parameters signifies vio-
lation of Definition 1. To study their impact, we ap-
ply modularity with different ς = {0, 0.001, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10}
on a generated network. This network consists of
11 copies of the Zachary Karate network [50] as the
layers, with corresponding resolution parameter γs =
{0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0}. The cou-
plings are inserted with density ρ = 0.3 (the largest
value that guarantees relatively satisfactory performance
as shown in FIG. 3d). The Zachary Karate network con-
sists of 2 communities in general or 4 communities if con-
sidering a more fine-grained partition.

The community assignments are shown in FIG. 4. We
see that, when ς = 0, there is no community across
two layers, and as γs increases, the partition becomes
more fine-grained. However, the community assignments
in different layers are similar but not identical, which
implies there must be some misclassifications. As ς in-
creases, the communities tend to stretch across the layers
and the assignments of a node and its copies in other lay-
ers become more unanimous, while there are still some
misclassifications. The resolution difference is completely
overpowered by the couplings when taking a large cou-
pling strength ς.

We can then conclude that, the resolution parameter
γs controls the tendency of the splitting and the cou-
pling strength parameter ς controls the consistency of
the community assignment between layers. Too large or
too small γs will cause misclassification, which can be
fixed, however, by the view couplings. Meanwhile, too
small ς will lead to the isolation between layers. When
there are noises in the network data, the result can be
poor for those layers that suffer severe interference of
noise since the coupling information has not been fully
utilized. Nevertheless, the peculiarity of each view will
be damaged by large ς (as shown in FIG. 4f). Therefore,
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(f) C: 3 identical layers.
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(g) C: 2 identical layers.
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(h) C: no identical layers.

FIG. 3: Community detection results in terms of NMI on different networks with different coupling density. The
figures (a), (b), (c), (d) are obtained by modularity that ignores the non-existing couplings (“I” stands for “ignore”),
and the other four figures are obtained by taking the non-existing couplings into account (“C” stands for “consider”).

Block (s, ρ) means the NMI value of layer s when the coupling density is ρ. Deeper color indicates a larger NMI
value. Different networks consist of different number of identical layers, as stated in corresponding caption.

it is more reliable to choose the parameters suggested by
Definition 1.

D. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the decline of modularity’s
performance when considering the non-existing couplings
at around ρ = 0.5. In fact, if we denote the number of
the internal and external existing couplings as CI and
CE , and the non-existing couplings as CĪ and CĒ , we can
rewrite the contribution of the couplings (considering the
non-existing couplings) as

Mcoupling = ς(CI − CĪ − CE + CĒ)

= ς
[
2(CI + CĒ)−M

]
,

(15)

where M = CI + CĪ + CE + CĒ = l(l− 1)N is the number
of all possible couplings in the network, N is the number
of nodes within a layer and l is the number of layers.
Here, the number of couplings of each type Cx depends
on the coupling density ρ and the current community
assignment.

We can see that the contribution of the couplings de-
pends on the number of couplings present in the commu-
nities and absent between different communities, fixing
the coupling strength. As ρ increases, Mcoupling goes
to ς(2MI − M), where MI = CI |ρ=1= CĪ |ρ=0. This

indicates that the contribution is governed by the to-
tal amount of internal couplings. Similarly, if ρ → 0
the contribution will be governed by the external non-
existing couplings with maximum ς(2ME − M), where
ME = CE |ρ=1= CĒ |ρ=0. When ρ varies, we have

Mcoupling

ς
= 2
[
ρMI + (1− ρ)ME

]
−M

= 2
[
ρ(M −ME) + (1− ρ)ME

]
−M

= (2ρ− 1)(ME −MI),

(16)

given the community assignment. The quantity ME and
MI are functions of the community assignment. Thus the
contribution of the couplings is composed of the strength
parameter ς, the current community assignment and the
coupling strength. Eq. (16) suggests that the contribu-
tion of couplings is expected to be positive if the coupling
density is high and there are more internal couplings MI

than external couplings ME , or low ρ with more external
couplings. In particular, the contribution is expected to
vanish when the coupling density ρ goes to 0.5. At this
time, the Louvain method will generate a less optimal
assignment owing to the heuristically merge. The global
contribution of the couplings is expected to be zero, but
when the Louvain method attempts to merge two com-
munities to locally increase the modularity, it will take
the couplings into consideration. Thus the error is accu-
mulated during the iteration and finally results in a less
satisfactory result.
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(b) ς = 0.001
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(c) ς = 0.1
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(d) ς = 0.5
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(f) ς = 10

FIG. 4: Community assignments for different resolution parameters γs and coupling strength ς. Different colors
indicate different community labels.

In contrast, if we omit the terms of non-existing cou-
plings, we obtain a different representation of the contri-
bution:

Mcoupling

ς
= CI − CE

= ρ(MI −ME).

(17)

It will not suffer the problem of contribution vanish as
it is a linear function of ρ. However, the influence of
couplings increases as ρ increases, to force the layers to
adopt a similar assignment. As a result, the heterogene-
ity of layers is erased.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the multilayer edge mix-
ture model which regards the community structure as the
combination of the edge (coupling) contributions. We
studied how the multilayer edge mixture model qualifies
the community structure by generating an evaluator ac-
cording to the definition of the community, and discussed
how to choose a discriminative hyper parameters set for
balancing the contributions. Multilayer modularity and
stochastic blockmodels have been derived from the pro-
posed model as an example. We also discussed how to

decompose a community structure evaluator with spe-
cific forms to the multilayer edge mixture model, which
reveals the preference of the evaluator on the edges and
couplings.

We compared the performance of the modularity with
its modified form on two different network types, to show
that the rewarding scheme, specified by the λ function
in the proposed model, greatly influences the detected
community structure. The application of modularity on
networks with two coupling contribution strategies shows
the impact of ignoring some types of couplings in the pro-
posed model on the detection accuracy as the coupling
density and layer heterogeneity vary. We analyzed the
coupling strength and resolution parameter in modular-
ity, interpreted as the derived evaluator of the proposed
model, to show that extreme values of the parameters
will affect the detection result. The parameters are rec-
ommended to take values that obeys the proposed dis-
criminative definition.

The multilayer edge mixture model is able to derive
other desired evaluators, based on the practical defini-
tion of the community, and help interpret the nature of
the evaluators. Therefore, it is helpful both in deriving
new quality functions for practical need and studying the
existing community evaluators.
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